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Abstract
This paper reports on the process of the automatic generation of the Estonian Collocations
Dictionary (ECD) database. The database has been compiled by the Institute of the Estonian
Language in collaboration with Lexical Computing Ltd. The ECD is a monolingual online
scholarly dictionary aimed at learners of Estonian as a foreign or second language at the upper
intermediate and advanced levels. The dictionary contains about 10,000 headwords, including
single and multi-word lexical items. The collocates within each headword are grouped
according to the lexico-grammatical structure formed by the collocational phrase, and for
collocations example sentences are provided.
For the automatic generation of the ECD database, the corpus query system Sketch Engine
(Kilgarriff et al., 2004) functions Word List, Word Sketch and Good Dictionary Example
(GDEX) were used. The data were automatically extracted in an XML format from the
463-million-word Estonian National Corpus and imported into the XML-based EELex
dictionary writing system. To make the importing of automatically extracted data from Sketch
Engine into EELex possible, the XML structure for extracted data was matched with the
XML structure of ECD in EELex. The ECD project started in 2014 and the dictionary is
scheduled to be published in 2018.
Keywords: Corpus Lexicography; Collocations Dictionary; Corpus Query System; Dictionary
Writing System; Estonian language

1. Introduction
Due to corpus lexicography development, the automatic generation of lexicographic
databases has become a more and more common practise in e-lexicography. Adam
Kilgarriff (2013: 78) points out that a corpus can support many aspects of dictionary
creation: headword list development; the writing of individual entries, discovering
word senses and other lexical units (fixed phrases, compounds, etc.); identifying the
salient features of each lexical unit, their syntactic behaviour, the collocations they
participate in, and any preferences they have for particular text-types or domains; and
providing examples and translations.
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As the focus of this article is on collocations, we will discuss the methods that are used
for compiling collocations dictionaries and generating collocations databases. Based on
the corpus analysis, two main approaches are implemented: automatic and
semi-automatic. In the automatic approach, collocational information is automatically
extracted from the corpus query system, users get direct access to non-edited
collocation patterns and corpora example sentences through web interface, and no
editorial work is done in terms of selecting and editing collocations. In the
semi-automatic approach, collocational information is automatically extracted from
the corpus query system and editorial work is done in order to clean and supplement
the database, to reorder the collocates, to edit example sentences, etc.
Examples of the first approach include the projects SkELL (Baisa & Suchomel, 2014)
and Wortprofil 2012 (Didakowski & Geyken, 2013). For the SkELL project, the Sketch
Engine (Kilgarriff et al., 2004) function Word Sketch was used to discover collocates.
By clicking on a collocate, a concordance with highlighted headwords and collocates is
shown to users. SkELL uses a large text collection – SkELL corpus – specially
gathered for the purpose of English language learning. There are more than 60 million
sentences in the SkELL corpus and more than one billion words in total. This amount
of textual information provides sufficient coverage of the everyday, standard, formal
and professional English language. Wortprofil 2012 provides separated co-occurrence
lists for 12 different grammatical relations and links them to their corpus contexts,
where the node word and it’s collocate co-occur. The co-occurrence lists and their
ordering are based on statistical computations over a fully automatic annotated
German corpus containing about 1.8 billion tokens.
The second approach was implemented, for example, by Kosem et al. (2013). The
corpus data (grammatical relations, collocations, examples and grammatical labels)
were automatically extracted from the 1.18-billion-word Gigafida corpus of Slovene.
After the data were extracted, they were post-processed by lexicographers. Analytical
and editorial tasks were undertaken.
From the user’s point of view, both approaches have their advantages. Providing users
with edited, proofread material follows the classical conception of academic dictionary
publication. The editorial team has full control over the outcome on each level of the
dictionary micro-structure (headwords, collocations, example sentences, etc.).
Providing users with direct access to the non-edited corpus data also has benefits. New
users are often familiar with such software systems as web search engines and they
consciously or unconsciously consider the post-processing of outcomes to be a natural
task. In addition, direct access to the full set of non-edited corpora examples gives
learners a broader overview of a collocation’s behaviour in different contexts.
In this paper, we introduce the general concept of the dictionary and describe the
approach that we used for the creation of the ECD database (see also Kallas et al.,
2015). The data were automatically extracted from the corpus query system Sketch
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Engine 1 (Kilgarriff et al., 2004), imported into the dictionary writing system EELex 2
(Langemets et al., 2006; Jürviste et al., 2013) and will be post-processed by
lexicographers. We have chosen the semi-automatic method for the following reasons.
Firstly, the aim of the project was to compile an academic collocations dictionary with
edited content. Secondly, the newest and the biggest Estonian National Corpus
(EstonianNC) 3 does not completely fulfil the criteria for a learners’ dictionary. The
corpus is not balanced; mostly it consists of periodicals, forums and blogs. This means
that non-standard language (e.g. slang) is presented and needs to be removed
manually. In addition, as the corpus includes field-specific science journals,
terminological collocations need to be analysed separately and some removed in order
to provide users with general language content only. Also, the output depends on the
quality of the lemmatizer, the part-of-speech tagger and the morphological analysis. In
terms of the Estonian National Corpus, there are still a lot of mistakes in tagging and
as a result of insufficient disambiguation. This influences the quality of the outcome.
The previously conducted evaluation of the Estonian Word Sketches revealed that
two-thirds or more of the collocations were assessed by lexicographers as relevant and
almost one-third were assessed as irrelevant (Kallas, 2013).

2. Estonian Collocations Dictionary
The Estonian Collocations Dictionary is a monolingual online, corpus-driven, scholarly
dictionary aimed at learners of Estonian as a foreign language or second language at
the upper intermediate and advanced levels (B2 to C1) according to the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages. The dictionary contains about
10,000 headwords, including single lexical items and multi-word lexical items (mostly
multi-word verbs).
The primary source of the dictionary database is the recently compiled Estonian
National Corpus (463 million words). The corpus consists of the Estonian Reference
Corpus (contains texts written up to 2008) and the Estonian Web Corpus etTenTen13
(350 million tokens). etTenTen13 was compiled by Lexical Computing Ltd. It was
crawled by SpiderLing (Pomikalek & Suchomel, 2012), encoded in UTF-8, cleaned and
de-duplicated. The corpus was annotated morphologically, lemmatized, partially
disambiguated and annotated by clauses by Filosoft LLC, and installed into Sketch
Engine software.
The Estonian National Corpus has 12 subcorpora (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Subcorpora types of the Estonian National Corpus

Periodicals form 29% of the corpus, forums and blogs form 23%, informative texts 9%,
parliament and religion subcorpora 4%, and unknown texts 35%. For text-type
identification, Filosoft LCC used 1) domain classification made by the Institute of the
Estonian Language (e.g. periodicals and religion), 2) information in web addresses,
and 3) the internal structure of the text (e.g. if a text contained a date, time or the
word vasta ʽanswer-PRS-2SGʼ, it was classified as a forum) 4. During the mark-up of
the corpus, text-type was added as metadata to the corpus.
In Estonian lexicography, the ECD project is the first dictionary focused exclusively
on presenting collocational information in a systematic way. The analysis of Estonian
dictionaries (Langemets et al., 2005; Kallas & Tuulik, 2011) determined that
traditionally in Estonian dictionaries collocations are presented implicitly on the level
of examples. The first attempt to present collocations explicitly was made in the Basic
Estonian Dictionary 5 (BED) project (Kallas et al., 2014). The dictionary contains
5,000 headwords, which correspond to B1-level vocabulary. On the first level,
collocations were grouped according to the lexico-grammatical structure formed by the
collocational phrase, e.g. Adj+N (adjective+noun) or Adv+V (adverb+verb). All
together there were 13 types of collocation patterns in BED. On the second level,
noun–verb collocations were sub-grouped according to the syntactical function of
4
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nouns (subject, object or adverbial), whereas other collocations were divided into
semantically-motivated subgroups.
The ECD methodological conception follows the principles that were elaborated for
the Basic Estonian Dictionary. The main difference is that the ECD, as a specialized
dictionary, focuses on collocation patterns only; definitions are provided only for
polysemous words, and there are no restrictions on vocabulary (in the BED, only
words that were given as headwords in the dictionary could be used as parts of
collocations). The advantage of the ECD compared to the BED is that we are able to
give relevant collocations even if the frequency of one of the collocates is very low, e.g.
konn krooksub 'frog croaks'. Often these collocations are particularly useful for
learners.
For this project we define collocations as semantically transparent, meaningful and
statistically significant combinations of content words with other lexical units. The
typology of collocation patterns was elaborated for the ECD (see Table 1). Roth (2013:
155) indicates that in collocation lexicography one can distinguish two concepts: node
and collocate (Sinclair, 1966) vs. base and collocator (Hausmann, 1985). In the ECD,
we follow the concept of node and collocate, which means that each component of a
collocation can be either a node or collocate, depending on the perspective. We have
chosen this approach as we consider it to be more user-friendly. Our aim is for the user
to find all frequent collocations connected to the headword in its entry while
eliminating the need to navigate between entries. For example, if the user would like to
see which nouns in Estonian collocate with the adjective avar ʽspacious, wide,
extensiveʼ, as it has a specific range of use, this can be performed within the entry of
the adjective.
Noun patterns
adjective + noun
noun (in genitive case) + noun
noun (in partitive case) + noun
noun (in adverbial cases) + noun
noun (as subject) + verb
noun (as object) + verb
noun (as adverbial) + verb
noun+adpositional phrase
adverb + noun
noun + verb in ma- or da-infinitive
coordinating construction
comparison constructions

ilus laul ʽbeautiful songʼ
ekspertide hinnang ʽexpert opinionʼ
koosoleku otsus ʽthe decision of the meetingʼ
viil leiba ʽslice of breadʼ
viil juustu ʽslice of cheeseʼ
kullast ehted ʽgold jewelleryʼ
hobune hirnub ʽhorse neighsʼ
palavik õuseb,
t
palavik langeb
ʽtemperature rises,
temperature fallsʼ
arvutit sisse lülitama, arvutit välja lülitama ʽturn on a
computer / turn off a computerʼ
aktsiatesse investeerima ʽinvest in stocksʼ
arutlusele tulema ʽenter into discussionʼ
lepingu kohaselt ʽaccording to a contract'
raagus puud ʽbare treesʼ
omaette tuba ʽseparate roomʼ
meister valetama ʽmaster to lieʼ
soov laulda ʽa wish to singʼ
päike ja tuul ʽsun and windʼ
elu kui kabaree ʽlife as a cabaretʼ
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Adjective patterns
adjective + noun

raske otsus ʽhard decisionʼ

noun (in adverbial cases) + adjective

rõõmsates toonides ʽin bright coloursʼ
rõõmsal häälel ʽin a cheerful voiceʼ

adverb + adjective

väga aeglane ʼvery slowʼ
silmatorkavalt hea ʽstrikingly goodʼ
rikkaks saama ʽget richʼ
rikkana tunduma ʽseem wealthyʼ
ilus vaadata ʽnice to look atʼ
raske mõista ʽhard to understandʼ
igavene suur ʽenormously bigʼ

adjective (in translative case) + verb
adjective (in essive case) + verb
adjective + verb in ma- või
da-infinitive
adjective + adjective
coordinating constructions
comparison constructions

rikas ja ilus ʽrich and beautifulʼ
valge kui lumi ʽwhite as snowʼ
must nagu süsi ʽblack as coalʼ

Adverb patterns
adverb + adverb
adverb + adjective

aina rohkem ʽmore and moreʼ
väga kiiresti ʽvery fastʼ
väga aeglane ʽvery slowʼ

adverb + verb

kiiresti jooksma ʽrun fastʼ

noun + adverb
coordinating construction
comparison constructions

ideid täis ʽfull of ideasʼ
hästi ja kiiresti ʽwell and fastʼ
kergelt kui õhk ʽlighter than airʼ

Verb patterns
adverb + verb
noun (as subject) + verb

noun (as adverbial) + verb

kiiresti jooksma ʽrun fastʼ
hobune hirnub ʽhorse neighsʼ
palavik õuseb,
t
palavik langeb
ʽtemperature rises /
temperature fallsʼ
arvutit sisse lülitama, arvutit välja lülitama ʽturn on a
computer / turn off a computerʼ
aktsiatesse investeerima ʽinvest in stocksʼ

adjective (in translative) + verb
adjective (in essive) + verb

täiskasvanuks saama ʽto become an adultʼ
rikkana tunduma ʽseem wealthyʼ

infinite verb + finite verb

ajab nutma ʽmakes me cryʼ
jätab maksmata ʽleaves unpaidʼ
kirjutama ja lugema ʽto write and readʼ

noun (as object) + verb

coordinating construction

Table 1: Collocation patterns in ECD

Components of collocations are presented as lemmas (e.g. hea laul
(good-ADJ-SG-NOM song-SG-NOM) ʽgood songʼ, omaette tuba (separate-ADV
room-SG-NOM) ʽseparate roomʼ) or in particular inflectional word forms (e.g. viil leiba
(ʽslice-SG-NOM
bread-SG-PART) ʽslice
of
breadʼ,
rõõmsates
toonides
(bright-ADJ-PL-INE colour-PL-INE) ʽin bright coloursʼ). In this way, learners acquire
additional grammatical information, which makes it easier for them to put the
collocation into use.
For the grouping of collocations, we use morphosyntactic and syntactic criteria. At the
first level, we group collocates according to their word class (with nouns, with
adjectives, with adverbs and with verbs). Coordinating and comparison constructions
are shown as separate units. At the second level, noun–noun, adjective–noun and
6

adjective–verb collocates are sub-grouped according to the inflectional word form (case)
of the collocate, and noun–verb collocations are sub-grouped according to the
syntactical function of the nouns (subject, object or adverbial). For sorting, we rely on
raw frequency information and list collocates accordingly.
All collocation patterns are illustrated with example sentences, which were extracted
automatically from the EstonianNC and will be post-processed by lexicographers.
Where possible, we chose authentic examples, but if needed (e.g. very long sentences,
specific vocabulary, slang or rare words) the sentences are shortened and edited.

3. Automatic generation of the database
For the automatic generation of the ECD database, we implemented the methodology
proposed by Kosem et al. (2013: 35–36). The information was extracted from Sketch
Engine (Kilgarriff et al., 2004) in an XML-format and imported into the EELex
dictionary writing system (Langemets et al., 2006; Jürviste et al., 2013). The
procedure required the following: a selection of lemmas, fine-grained Sketch Grammar,
GDEX (Kilgarriff et al., 2008) configuration, settings for extraction and the API script
to extract data from Word Sketch.
3.1 Headword list development
The headword list of ECD contains 10,000 headwords. Only content words are
presented as headwords: nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs. As Kilgarriff et al.
(2014: 547) note, collocation dictionaries concern the core of the vocabulary: they are
not for very rare words or grammatical words, but for common nouns, verbs and
adjectives, which make up 99% of the headword list in a standard dictionary. In the
ECD, nouns form 68%, adjectives 14%, verbs 15% and adverbs 3% of the headword list.
Only manner adverbs are included in the headword list, e.g. kergesti 'easily' and
pehmelt 'gently'.
For the creation of the headword list, the Sketch Engine function Word List was used.

Figure 2: Word List function in Sketch Engine
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Figure 2 illustrates the general parameters that were used for the headword list
generation: the whole corpus is searched; the search attribute is lempos; regular
expression is used to identify only words that are tagged as nouns, adjectives, verbs or
adverbs; the minimal frequency of the lemma is 1; there is no maximum frequency.
As a basis for the ECD headword list, we took the first 10,500 frequent words, which
needed to be checked manually. This was necessary to eliminate “noise” derived from
mistakes in tagging and from insufficient disambiguation. Some headwords had to be
removed, for example headwords with two kinds of spelling (e.g. mänedžer vs.
mänedzher ʽmanagerʼ, šokk vs. shokk ʽshockʼ, režiim vs. rezhiim ʽregimeʼ),
abbreviations (e.g. eek, eur and toim), proper nouns and various terms (e.g.
süsinikdioksiid ʽcarbon dioxideʼ).
In parallel with corpus data analysis, we also used already existing lists of multi-word
verbs. These lexical units were added manually.
After the headword list was developed, it was divided into two frequency classes: for
Class I the most frequent 5,000 words, with a minimum frequency in EstonianNC of
5057; and for Class II the 5,000 mid-frequency words, with a minimum frequency in
EstonianNC of 1057. Different settings for extraction were elaborated for different
frequency classes (see section 3.4).
3.2 Sketch Grammar
For the detection of collocations, the Sketch Engine function Word Sketch was used. A
word sketch is a summary of a word's grammatical and collocational behaviour
(Kilgarriff et al., 2004).
Estonian Word Sketch Grammar is geared towards the specification of the Estonian
National Corpus and relies on lists of syntagmatic relations of Estonian nouns,
adjectives, adverbs and verbs, formed on the basis of traditional and formal grammar
descriptions (Kallas, 2013). Word Sketch Grammar version 1.5 for Estonian was
completed in 2013 and contained 85 rules. In 2014 the new version of Sketch Grammar
was elaborated. Version 1.6 has 109 rules, including 16 unary-type rules (which make it
possible to analyse the usage of inflectional forms of nouns and adjectives), four
symmetric-type rules (which detect coordinating and comparison constructions, for
example päike ja tuul 'sun and wind', ilus ja noor 'beautiful and young', and hoolima ja
hoolitsem 'to care and to take care'); 16 dual-type rules (which make it possible to
search for co-occurrences of two lemmas, for example päike + paistma 'sun + shine'),
and 73 colloc-type rules (which make it possible to detect three-word collocations, for
example hoolitsema laste eest 'to take care of the kids', and make it possible to present
two-word collocations in a way that one component is presented as a lemma and the
other in the particular inflectional form, for example kari lambaid (flock-SG-NOM
sheep-PL-PART) 'flock of sheep', rääkima aktsendita (talk-INF accent-SG-ABE) 'talk
8

without an accent', and suhtuma lugupidamisega (treat-INF respect-SG-COM) 'to
treat with respect+' 6.
Colloc-type rules proved to be very efficient for Estonian Sketch Grammar. Estonian
has a rich morphological system: the nouns decline in 14 cases both in singular and
plural; and verbs are inflected for tense, person, mood and voice (Liin et al., 2012). For
that reason, presenting collocates as lemmas makes the whole collocation very opaque.
Colloc-rules are particularly useful in the case of homonyms. Figure 3 displays a
selection of grammatical relations for the homonyms koor_1 (choir-SG-NOM): koori
(choir-SG-GEN) vs. koor_2 (peel-SG-NOM; cream -SG-NOM): koore (peel-SG-GEN;
cream-SG-GEN), i.e. 'choir' vs. 'peel; cream': kooris laulma (choir-SG-INE sing-INF)
'sing in a choir', kooriga liituma (choir-SG-COM join-INF) 'join a choir', but koorega
kartulid (peel-SG-NOM potato-PL-NOM) 'potatoes with peels', koorega kohv
(cream-SG-COM coffee-SG-NOM) 'coffee with cream', etc.

Figure 3: Word Sketch for the noun koor 'choir; peel; cream' (from etTenTen13)

6

For more on directives used in the Sketch Grammar, see
https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/documentation/ wiki/SkE/GrammarWriting (20.05.15).
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The new Sketch Grammar version 1.6 includes all of the lexico-grammatical structures
that will be presented in the collocations dictionary (see Table 1). After the new
version of Estonian Sketch Grammar was elaborated, settings for extraction were
developed for nouns, adjectives, adverbs and verbs; we decided on such parameters as
the frequency of the grammatical relation, the frequency of the co-occurrence of the
collocates and the score of collocation (see section 3.4).
3.3 GDEX configurations
GDEX (Kilgarriff et al., 2008) is a tool that rates the quality of sentences and helps
the lexicographer to select the best. GDEX works as a filter: it evaluates syntactic and
lexical features of sentences and sorts concordances according to how perfectly they
meet all the relevant criteria. As a result, GDEX offers a list of sentences: the better
candidates are at the top of the list and the not-so-good ones at the bottom. The
theoretical framework for GDEX development is proposed in Kilgarriff et al. (2008)
and Kosem et al. (2011) and Kosem et al. (2013).
To clarify the GDEX parameters for Estonian, we used the example sentences of the
Basic Estonian Dictionary (BED) and the Dictionary of Estonian (ED) (Langemets et
al., 2010, to be published in 2018), and compared them to etTenTen13 web corpora
sentences. The BED and ED dictionaries were used as the gold standard for dictionary
example sentences. BED example sentences are compiled by lexicographers. They are
didactic units and the aim is to show how words are used in context. The target
audience of the ED is not language learners but well-educated native speakers. For
that reason, the level of lexicographic adaptation of example sentences is much lower.
etTenTen13 corpus sentences are fully authentic.
We analysed such parameters as the minimum and maxumum number of words in a
sentence, sentence length, word length and the number of subordinate clauses. Only
sentences with substantives, adjectives, adverbs and verbs were taken into account.
For each part of speech we analysed 150 sentences from three sources: 50 sentences
from the BED, 50 sentences from the ED, and 50 sentences from etTenTen13. Tables 2
and 3 summarize the results of the analysis.
Quantitative analysis of the parameters clearly showed the peculiarity of sentences.
Example sentences in BED, which has teaching purposes, are usually very short (the
maximum number of words is 11, the average number of words in a sentence is
4.36–6.44). Sentences in ED are also rather short: the maximum number of words is 13
and the average number of words in a sentence is 4.72–6.42. Authentic sentences in
corpora have very different characteristics. The difference is extremely large: the
number of words in a sentence extends to 56 and the average number of words in a
sentence is 15–16.9.

10

Substantives
BED
ED
etTenTen13
Adjectives
BED
ED
etTenTen13
Verbs
BED
ED
etTenTen13
Adverbs
BED
ED
etTenTen13

Number of
words

Average sentence
length (words)

Average word
length (characters)

3–9
3–12
4–40

5.08
6.42
15.8

5.6
6.7
5.2

3–10
5–11
3–37

5.08
6.44
15

5.3
6.7
5.23

3–7
2–10
6–56

4.36
4.72
16.9

6.21
5.66
6

3–11
3–13
7–42

5.44
5.74
16.8

4.96
6.1
5.64

Table 2: Parameters for BED and ED example sentences and etTenTen13 corpora sentences

Average word length varies only between 4.96 and 6.21 characters. At the same time,
words in Estonian can be quite long, e.g. kiiruisutamismeistrivõistlused 'speed skating
championships' (30 characters); so it is reasonable to also set maximum word lengths.
Percentage of
subordinate clauses (%)
Substantives
BED
ED
etTenTen13
Adjectives
BED
ED
etTenTen13
Verbs
BED
ED
etTenTen13
Adverbs
BED
ED
etTenTen13

0%
12%
18%
0%
14%
58%
8%
10%
76%
20%
16%
76%

Table 3: Percentage of subordinate clauses in BED, ED and etTenTen13 corpora sentences
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The analysis of subordinate clauses showed that the number of subordinate clauses
was rather small in the BED and ED example sentences, while authentic sentences in
etTenTen13 web corpora included more subordinate clauses (18% in the case of
substantives, 58% in the case of adjectives, and 76% in the case of verbs and adverbs)
(see Table 3).
The reason for this might be that the lexicographer thinks of the example sentence as
an addition to the definition and chooses not to add information that does not really
illustrate a word’s use. Sentences in web corpora reflect the desire and the need to
provide readers with more context.
It also appeared that all the sentences in BED and ED included a predicate. In corpus
sentences, there were a lot of elliptic sentences. Corpus sentences are also characterized
by a large number of proper nouns and numbers.
Based on the empirical analysis of the sentences and also on the theoretical framework
proposed by Kilgarriff et al. (2008), Kosem et al. (2011) and Kosem et al. (2013), we
developed the following classifiers for GDEX for Estonian:
•

whole sentences starting with capital letter and ending with (.), (!) or (?);

•

sentences longer than five words;

•

sentences shorter than 20 words;

•

penalize sentences which contain words with a frequency of less than five words;

•

penalize sentences with words longer than 20 characters;

•

penalize sentences with more than two commas, or with brackets, colons,
semicolons, hyphens, quotation marks and dashes;

•

penalize sentences with words starting with capital letters. Penalize sentences
with H (=Proper noun) and Y (=abbreviation) POS-tags;

•

penalize sentences with “bad words”;

•

penalize sentences with the pronouns mina 'I', sina 'you', tema 'he/she',
see 'it' and too 'that', and the adverbs siin 'here' seal 'there';

•

sentences should not start with the pronouns mina 'I', sina 'you' or tema
'he/she', or the local adverbs e.g. siin 'here' and seal 'there';

•

penalize sentences which start with punctuation marks (typical informal texts)
and with J (=conjunction) POS-tags;

•

penalize sentences where lemmas are repeated;
12

•

penalize sentences with tokens containing mixed symbols (e.g. letters and
numbers), URLs and email addresses.

One parameter was that a sentence should contain a verb as a predicate; otherwise,
the sentence was elliptical. But this parameter would only be possible to implement if
the corpus was semantically annotated.
The blacklist is based on a list of words (compiled by Filosoft LCC 7) that the Estonian
speller should not offer as replacements for unknown words. To supplement the list, we
analysed words in the EDE dictionary that were marked as vulgar, pejorative,
colloquial or slang. We added such words as türa 'dick', narkots 'dope', etc. We also
added internet acronyms (omg, wtf, lol, irw) and curse words in English and Russian
(fuck, pohui) and their adapted variants (fakk, pohh). The final list contained 446
words.
Figure 4 illustrates the API script written by Jan Michelfeit for the Estonian GDEX
configuration.
min([word_frequency(w, 250000000) for w in words]) >5

formula: >
(50 * all(is_whole_sentence(), length > 5, length < 20, max([len(w) for w in words]) < 20, blacklist(words, illegal_chars),
1-match(lemmas[0], adverbs_bad_start), min([word_frequency(w, 250000000) for w in words]) > 5)
+ 50 * optimal_interval(length, 10, 12)
* greylist(words, rare_chars, 0.05) * 1.09
* greylist(lemposs, anaphors, 0.1)
* greylist(lemmas, bad_words, 0.25)
* greylist(tags, abbreviation, 0.5)
* (0.5 + 0.5 * (tags[0] != conjunction))
* (1 - 0.5 * (tags[0]==verb) * match(featuress[0], verb_nonfinite_suffix))
) / 100
variables:
illegal_chars: ([<|\]\[>/\\^@])
rare_chars: ([A-Z0-9'.,!?)(;:-])
conjunction: J
abbreviation: Y
anaphors: ^(mina-p|sina-p|tema-p|see-p|too-p|siin-d|seal-d)$
adverbs_bad_start: ^(nagu|siin|siia|siit|seal|sinna|sealt|siis|seejärel)$
verb: V
verb_nonfinite_suffix: ^(mata|mast|mas|maks|des)$
bad_words: ^(loll|jama|kurat…)$

Figure 4: GDEX configuration file 8

As a result, the output of GDEX improved substantially. Figure 5 illustrates that after
the GDEX parameters were applied, there were considerably fewer subordinate clauses
in the output and sentences were generally shorter.

7
8

The authors thank Heiki-Jaan Kaalep (Filosoft LCC) for the list.
The list of ‘bad words’ is skipped.
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Figure 5: Automatically generated sentences for the collocation korralik inimene 'decent
person'

For each collocation, we extracted five sentences, but for less frequent collocations
there could be fewer than five examples in total. In this case, the program gave all
examples without applying the parameters.
For future research testing additional GDEX classifiers proposed by Kosem et al.
(2013) could be considered. For example, position of lemma, second collocate
(collocate of collocate), or Levenshtein distance could be applied. We could test also
different GDEX configurations for each word class.
3.4 Settings for extraction
The parameters used for the extraction of data were the following:
•

a list of grammatical relations for nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs was
elaborated. For nouns, we extracted 23 grammatical relations, for adjectives
nine grammatical relations, for verbs 27 grammatical relations and for adverbs
five grammatical relations;

•

the minimal frequency of a collocate: 10 (for the frequency I class) and five (for
the frequency II class);

•

the minimal salience of a collocate: positive Dice, except for three grammatical
relations (N_PP, Adj_PP and V_PP) we added that the Dice should be at
least 2.00 (if less than 2.00 it is mostly noise);

•

the minimum frequency of the grammatical relation: 10;

•

the minimum salience of the grammatical relation: positive Dice;

•

the number of examples sentences for a collocate: five.

We extracted collocates in a fixed order according to grammatical relations, e.g. for
nouns first come adjectives, then verbs, then other nouns, then and/or-grammatical
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relations. For some grammatical relations we also used stop-lists (e.g. modal verbs as
collocates of nouns). Extracted collocates were ranked by frequency.
We also extracted all possible information about the frequency of collocates and
grammatical relations:
•
•
•
•
•

general frequency of lemmas;
overall frequency of grammatical relations;
overall score of grammatical relations;
frequency of each collocate;
score of each collocate.

Also GDEX-score could be extracted to show lexicographers how well the particular
sentence corresponds to the parameters.
In perspective, it is possible to use frequency numbers for adding frequency labels
(‘star rating’) to identify high-frequency, mid-frequency and low-frequency words. Also,
statistical data can be used for different kinds of visualization of lexical data in the
dictionary interface.
The data were extracted from Sketch Engine in XML-format (see Figure 6) and
imported into the dictionary writing system EELex (Langemets et al., 2006; Jürviste
et al., 2011) (see Figure 7). To make the importing of automatically extracted data
from Sketch Engine into EELex possible, the XML structure for extracted data was
matched with the XML structure of the ECD in EELex.

Figure 6: XML sample of generated database
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As a result, we generated a database of ECD which contains 10,939 headwords, 82,678
grammatical relations, 493,971 collocates and 2,469,855 example sentences (five
example sentences for each collocate). Additionally, the database includes the
part-of-speech and overall frequency number of each headword, the overall frequency
of each gramrel and collocate, and the score of each gramrel and collocation.
Currently, the database is being examined, edited and supplemented by lexicographers.
The manual inspection and analysis of the collocates that were disregarded in the
automatic extraction process are being carried out by lexicographers.
Preliminary observations regarding editing collocations are that deleting is necessary
mainly in the case of mistakes in tagging and from insufficient disambiguation; in the
case of specific terms that are not part of general Estonian (analüütiline filosoofia
'analytical philosophy'); and in the case of very frequent words that do not combine
salient collocations with headwords: mees 'man', naine 'women', tegema 'to do', ajama
'to make; to drive', etc.

Figure 7: The presentation of the extracted data in EELex: editing window in XML view (left)
and dictionary entry preview (right).
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Regarding example sentences, although the initial idea was to present edited example
sentences for each collocation, this proved to be too time-consuming. For one group,
this can amount to 20 collocations and for one headword there are several collocational
groups, thus leading to more than 200 sentences per entry. Therefore, we decided to
give separate example sentences only for each collocation containing a verb and
provide at least one example per group for other grammatical relations:
adjective–noun, noun–noun, adverb–adjective, etc.
Figure 7 demonstrates the presentation of an outcome in the dictionary writing system
EELex.

4. Conclusions
For the automatic generation of the ECD database, the corpus query system Sketch
Engine (Kilgarriff et al., 2004) Word List, Word Sketch and Good Dictionary Example
(GDEX) functions were used. The data were automatically extracted in an XML
format from the 463-million-word Estonian National Corpus and imported into the
XML-based EELex dictionary writing system (Langemets et al., 2006; Jürviste et al.,
2011). To make the importing of automatically extracted data from Sketch Engine into
EELex possible, the XML structure for extracted data was matched with the XML
structure of the ECD in EELex.
We implemented the methodology proposed by Kosem et al. (2013). The procedure
required the following: a selection of lemmas, fine-grained Sketch Grammar, GDEX
(Kilgarriff et al., 2008) configuration, the API script to extract data from Word Sketch
and settings for extraction. The list of lemmas was compiled using the Word List
function. The latest Sketch Grammar version 1.6 was developed and improved; it
includes all of the lexico-grammatical structures that will be presented in the ECD.
The Grammar contains 116 rules in total. For the extraction of dictionary examples,
the first version of GDEX for Estonian was developed. Classifiers connected with
sentence optimum length, word optimum length, number of punctuation marks, word
frequency, lemma repetition, anaphors, tokens with capital letters and symbols,
abbreviations and a list of 'bad words' were proposed and implemented. The use of
classifiers brought significant improvements to the output.
For automatic extraction, the following parameters were specified: a list of
grammatical relations, minimum frequency and salience of grammatical relations, the
number of collocates per grammatical relation, the minimum frequency and salience of
a collocate, and the number of examples per collocate.
As a result, the database contains 10,939 headwords, 82,678 grammatical relations,
493,971 collocates and 2,469,855 example sentences (five example sentences for each
collocate). Additionally, the database includes the part of speech and overall frequency
number of each headword, the overall frequency of each gramrel and collocate, and the
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score of each gramrel and collocation. Currently, the database is being examined,
edited and supplemented by lexicographers.
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